WADHURST HISTORY SOCIETY

NEWSLETTER No. 50
Spring 2022

Protecting Wadhurst’s history for future generations.

In this special year when we celebrate the Platinum Jubilee of the Queens’ reign, here we are presenting
our “Golden Jubilee” Newsletter. It does not seem possible because our beginning still feels quite recent.
Our new picture moves us to the other end of Wadhurst with this 1940s (?) view of Cockmount Lane. Can
anyone tell us who the young boy is? Is he still around? And whose is the van outside Forge House? It
is often from questions like these that our research takes off, especially in the Centre – as you will see
within this edition.
Please do make an effort to look at the display of some of our magnificently enlarged photographs which
is currently acting as masks on ‘Magpie’s windows.
www. wadhursthistorysociety.org
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NOVEMBER 2021:
OH NO IT ISN’T – A HISTORY OF
PANTOMIME
by Pete Allen
From the back-end of a Pantomime Cow to a
professional Theatre Director, Pete Allen has a
wealth of theatrical experience. Here are a few
highlights from his whistle-stop tour of Pantomime
from its origins in ancient Greece to the modern
day. Pete’s talk was well illustrated with posters
albeit they tested my ability to recognise faces or
remember names. However, the variety of costumes
gave a good indication of pantomime characters.
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In ancient times popular entertainment was based
on (erotic?) stories communicated by means of
dance, movement and song and probably masks.
Hence performances were relatively independent of
language, making it suitable for troupes travelling
all parts of the Roman Empire.
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Skip now to the Middle
Ages in England
where mystery plays
were enjoyed, along
with dancing either
round the maypole or,
more daringly, while
masked. Meanwhile in
Italy the ‘Commedia
dell’arte’ or ‘Comedy
Harlequin with his slapstick of the Profession’
emerged.
These
comedies all followed
the same sort of pattern usually with three types of
character, the good, the wicked and the inamorato.
Most noticeably the slapstick became a permanent
feature where an actor could slap someone with the
stick making a resounding noise while the victim
felt little pain! An
Italian character called
Pulcinella later evolved
as the English puppet
Mr. Punch who arrived
in this country with his
wife and slapstick in
1662.
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You will notice in the above list that Stefan and
Brenda have come forward to offer their services as
Talks Secretaries and we are extremely grateful to
them. They are well and truly ensconced round the
table and have already organised several talks for
2024 and so we are underway again. The quality
of the talks which we have enjoyed over the years
has been outstanding and we look forward to more
of the same. Thank you, both, for not wanting to
see the Wadhurst History Society founder when the
talks are such a key feature for us all.

An important character
was Harlequin who
could be described
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Joseph Grimaldi in own
design face make-up

DECEMBER 2021:
The AGM
followed by

as a comic servant. He was easily recognised by
his chequered costume and slapstick. The name
Harlequin had first appeared in 1262 and later
became a stock character in French Passion plays.
He eventually arrived in London in the early 17th
century and gave rise to the Harlequinade, very
popular comic acts which followed after the main
programme. Harlequin and Clown were the main
characters getting into all sorts of predicaments.
This was the birth of Pantomime as we know it
today. Grimaldi, a famous Clown became the first

CHRISTMAS MUSIC ON THE HARP
with Margaret Watson.
Margaret Watson, resplendent in her full-length
dress of sparkling gold and crimson net, was warmly
welcomed with her spectacular (Japanese) harp and
there followed a delightful concert during which she
explained much about the intricacies of playing a
harp and her love of its challenges. She introduced
a wide variety of music, all with a strong melody
line which demonstrated the charm of the harp as
an instrument: Christmas music included In Dulce
Jubilo, Il est né, le Divin Enfant, and Ding Dong
Merrily on High. The carols contrasted well with
Somewhere Over the Rainbow, Jesu Joy of Man’s
Desiring (Bach), Can’t Help Falling in Love with
You (Elvis version), Greensleeves and the theme
from Chocolat. Between each item, she introduced
us to different aspects of the harp and the history of
harp-playing. Its music emanated from the earliest
lyres of pre-history to the harps in the Mediterranean
area around 3000 BC.
From that 41 kilo-weight harp with its seven pedals
and 47 strings, the bottom 12 made of coiled wire
and the rest sheep or cow gut (plain coloured
strings keyed to C, black and red to F), and with
its beautifully mellow tone, Margaret presented a
delightfully informative and entertaining evening.

Jack and the Beanstalk with a girl as the
principal boy.

ever pantomime Dame. He encouraged audience
interaction with his, ‘Shall I?’ and his well-known
‘Here we are again!’

According to Shostakovich, harpists spend 90%
of their time tuning their instrument and 10%
playing it out of tune. Despite the warmth of the
Commemoration Hall, Margaret did not retune
her volatile harp and she gave us a most enjoyable
and much appreciated precursor of Christmas. Her
performance was sensational and her audience
mesmerised. Her engaging enthusiasm and obvious
excitement about her music sent us all home with
a smile and a warm glow to cheer us, with our
delighted applause no doubt still ringing in her
ears. This was a very pleasant finale to the Annual
General Meeting and a heart-warming welcome to
Christmas.

In the 19th century, fairy stories and Grimms Tales
started being used as themes for many pantomimes.
One notable innovation came in ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’ when a girl played the part of the principal
boy for the first time. On entry, she deliberately
slapped her thigh to draw attention to her shapely
leg and well-turned ankle! Strictly speaking ‘Peter
Pan’ is not a pantomime. I think it is because there is
no character for a Dame.
Gradually, to maintain the popularity of Pantomime
it became the habit to engage celebrities and stars
in the cast such as Cliff Richards. But musicals,
such as My Fair Lady etc., took over causing the
professional pantomimes to retreat to the provinces.

PH/ HW

However, it is the amateur pantomimes that continue
to flourish in village halls everywhere every winter,
usually at Christmastime. In Australia it’s July.
Joan Grace
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JANUARY 2022 :

We were assured they will then be very brightly
coloured.

ENGLAND IN STONE - FINDINGS AT
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL

Another project
has started to
install an access
lift at one corner
of the cloister.
Under the tiled
floor they have
found a 10th century mediæval arch. They also found
a unique Sundial in good condition. It is a Saxon
silver portable sundial that has a gnomon which has
to be inserted in the correct month before hanging
it up to tell the time. There are numerous replicas
around. What was a 12th century water-tower has
now been opened as a museum to display some of
the finds.

by Nathalie Cohen
Over the past five years there have been some exciting
finds at Canterbury Cathedral as a large project of
repair and conservation progressed. Visitors may
have been disappointed to find the place covered in
scaffolding with areas of excavation blocking the
way but to the archaeologists it was a rare opportunity
to make quite unexpected discoveries. It was not just
the Cathedral but also surrounding areas inside the
Roman walls of the old city that were included in the
project described as the ‘Canterbury Journey’.

Inside the Cathedral a walkway was constructed
high-up enabling repairs to the vaults and bosses
above the Nave. A map was made of the bosses
showing masons’ marks which reveals that the
masons came from a wide area as well as across
the channel. In the Undercroft they have discovered
that it was once used as a masons’ workshop. Again,
while installing a new organ loft above the choir, the
wall was found to be covered in monastic graffiti
which could be archaeological or astronomical in
nature. In the crypt more markings can be seen.

The present King’s School which is situated on
the old Monastic site needed a new building in
the Mint Yard. During the preliminary excavation
where the remains of an old chapel had previously
been removed, they unearthed the surface of an old
Roman road.
The roof of the Nave had to be replaced as well as
the West Towers and the clerestory windows. 18th
century repairers had removed the deteriorated
stone gargoyles and replaced them with cast iron
drainpipes. These too had deteriorated over the
next 300 years. The stone masons at the Cathedral
have now carved some new gargoyles to do the
job of removing rainwater efficiently. A whole
new drainage system has been constructed which
involved crossing the old cemetery.

Thomas Becket was murdered in 1170 and buried
in the eastern Crypt. Canterbury rapidly became
a great pilgrimage
centre. A big fire
occurred four years
later destroying the
Crypt. This was not
considered a total
disaster as it gave
them a chance to
build a bigger and better eastern Crypt. The
tomb was transferred upstairs. However after the
Dissolution it was bricked up. In Victorian times
there was a restoration, holes being dug in the floor
and inscriptions revealed. It is thought that two
Anglo-Saxon bishops had been buried there and
there is a possibility that ‘decoys’ had been buried

The old pavement of the precinct has been dug up
which was exciting for the archaeologists but not so
for the visitors or the Archbishop trying to access his
Palace! Many coins and tokens were found giving
a good idea of the life lived by these medieval
people. The Christchurch Gate (1500-1522) is at the
entrance to the precinct. The stone carvings are still
in the process of being restored to their early glory.
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on the wall of his premises, with dummy boards
[shelves] erected on the side of his house. A great
self-promoter, he would run into the road offering his
works for sale to the gentry passing through Frant in
their carriages. Quick to place a coat of arms over his
door, believing that he had sold artwork to the Duke
of Sussex, he had ‘by royal appointment’ gracing the
labels on the back of his pictures. These labels were
produced by Clifford’s of Tunbridge Wells, complete
with humorous ditties, perhaps by George, although
others may have been the originators.

so as to protect the real tomb of Beckett. A skull
was excavated with a hole in it which was re-buried.
Now a tooth has been found which is being sent for
carbon-dating. Will it be tenth, twelfth or sixteenth
century? Could it be Beckett’s?
Thomas Beckett would not recognise much of the
current building but some of the stained glass is
from the mid 12th century, the oldest in the world!
This certainly was a talk that made history come
alive! 						

As an artist in cloth and velvet figures, he produced
cats and dogs, but his two most celebrated 1830s
works are The Goosewoman and Old Bright, The
Postman. Using a template for the figures themselves,
George employed a considerable variation in details
and backgrounds, showing donkeys, milestones
(giving, for example, the distance from Tunbridge
Wells to Frant), churches, and views of common
land. The postman always holds in his hand a letter
addressed to George Smart.

Joan Grace

FEBRUARY 2022:
GEORGE SMART – THE TAILOR OF
FRANT
by Jonathan Christie
Known not for any fine suits that he designed, George
Smart the Tailor earned his fame and reputation
from his artistic collages, created from cloth, leather,
beads, and buttons, lately the subject of a definitive
work by Jonathan Christie, our February speaker.

Also an accomplished artist in a more traditional
sense, George, in one of his pictures has a splendid
watercolour and pencil rendition of a country house
with trees.

Born in poor circumstances at Clerkenwell, London,
in 1774, George Smart lived until 1846, working
during the reigns of George III, George IV, William
IV, and Victoria, before dying a pauper in 1846.

Another interesting work was his copy of an earlier
subject, known as The EarthStopper,on the reverse
of which were plastered several labels, complete
with that ubiquitous coat of arms! He also made
‘articulated works’, one of a maid, the other of a
soldier, which could be made to move by pulling
on tabs at the back. Embracing modern technology,
George utilised a lithograph, produced in Tunbridge
Wells, allowing him to hand-tint his works instead
of spending time painting them. Eccentric he may
have been, but certainly enterprising, a proficient
PR man, and, one presumes, able to keep his wife
and unmarried daughter, even though he was to die
penniless.
The Tunbridge Wells Museum contains some fine
examples of George’s work, including a rather
forbidding-looking chimney sweep, whose eyes
shine as beads. An 1815 cat example, found in
Birmingham, sold for just £1, not everyone realising
the unique nature and value of George’s artwork.
However, the Tate Gallery held a “British Folk Arts”
exhibition in 2014, where 21 George Smart pieces
were on show. A three-part work was stolen, two of
those parts coming up for auction in 2021; the third
is as yet untraced.

The Goosewoman

It appears that he came to Frant in around 1803 as
a tailor, and his dwelling a house-cum-shop, now
demolished, stood on the main road through Frant,
opposite the village stores. Considered an eccentric,
he began creating his artworks during 1815 to 1816,
witnessing his fame beginning to grow. His name
appeared in Tunbridge Wells guide books from
1820, with illustrations of the man himself, his shop,
and the road at Frant.

Today, his work is well-known, not only in East
Sussex but around the world. Dying a pauper,

“Smart’s Repository” was painted in block letters
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NEWS FROM THE CENTRE

ANOTHER REMINDER FROM NEWSLETTER 48
An Appeal To You.
When you notice/learn that a shop is about
to change ownership, that a development is
being planned, that a house or fields are going
to disappear, please could you take some
photographs BEFORE any changes are made
and then take more DURING and AFTER the
project (ideally taken from the same spot) so
that we are able to have a verifiable record of
Wadhurst, Ticehurst, Tidebrook, Stonegate
and their environs as it was and as it becomes.
It will be valuable to future generations if you
could give us annotated copies identifying
the location and the people if appropriate to
catalogue for the archives. Thank you.

Open on Tuesdays: 10 am – 12.30 pm
If unavailable at these times, please contact
Rachel on 783455 to arrange alternatives.
Re-opening after the Christmas break saw hordes
coming into the Centre – for two weeks - and then
it has been completely off the radar for visitors until
this last week. Not as regards enquiries, however.
They have come in from all corners of the world and
we have managed to satisfy almost everyone. We
are particularly grateful to members and residents
who have helped with providing extra information
and have even seized the opportunity to contact
people by e-mail. In future Newsletters, I hope we
shall be told more about what the local Wadhurst
residents have learnt.
The fact that we haven’t had many visitors in late
January/ February does not mean we have sat around
chatting. Instead, the research has continued as you
will see from several of the articles which follow. We
have also begun to re-organise the Centre Library in
order to make it even more easy to access and we
are trying to archive more logically the books and
pamphlets. In recent months we have been given
quite a number of books and we are keen to receive
publications about Wadhurst and its neighbouring
villages in particular.

without any descendants, precious little is known of
his formative years, yet he has achieved more fame
for the best part of 200 years since his death than he
could ever have imagined as he stood on that dirt
road in Frant offering his artwork for sale when the
horse-drawn carriages trundled by.
Jonathan Christie’s book, published in 2016, is, and
will remain, a homage to George Smart’s life and
work, containing 71 artworks (although a further 31
have come to light since then).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Stefan Gatward

In the course of our library work, a Sussex Recipe
Book was discovered and that coincides with the
advancing work on our own proposed Recipe
Book. The Sussex Recipe book published in 1936,
includes recipes going back to the 17th century.
Its author, Mrs Samuelson, like us, sometimes
tries to establish identities. In the epilogue by Mr
Edward Shoosmith, he explains that Mrs Samuelson
researched Philadelphia Shoebridge, daughter of
John and Elizabeth Shoebridge and adds that this
family originated in the district of Wadhurst and
Ticehurst ”where they are found recorded exactly
four hundred years earlier in the Subsidy Roll of
King Edward I, 1296”.

A marker installed by the Wadhurst Footpath Society in
memory of one of our former members, Tom Lawson..

Now following on from enquiries made at one of
our Meetings, please can anyone tell us WHY it
is called Doctor’s Lane?

Mrs Samuelson deduced that Philadelphia was born
during the reign of King Charles II.
“She was well-educated, for her spelling was
infinitely superior to that of her contemporary, Lady
Anne Lennard of Herstmonceux Castle. She writes a
clear, firm and consistent hand, with the exception of
a few entries, no doubt added in her old age. From
the great variety of the ‘receipts’ far exceeding in
number and quality those of the average cookery

~~~~~~~
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checked and sorted into a rationalised and more
accessible form. The hardest part for me was to
avoid being overtaken by curiosity and to keep to
the job in hand rather than give into temptation and
read the stories of individual gang members: did
they escape or were they captured and hanged?
It’s all there written down in records of Court
proceedings. Perhaps a name or location could lead
you to a member of your family way back in time?
Although I had previously heard of the ‘Hawkhurst
Gang’, I had not sought information on them before
nor shown any particular interest in it, but the more
I read up, the more I wanted to know – such is the
attraction of ‘research’.

book of the day, we may not be wrong in supposing
that Philadelphia Shoebridge was one of those
women of gentle birth who are mentioned by Grose
in his ‘Olio’ among the “characters” who had by
that time passed away.
“Grose described the delightful unmarried
chatelaine of an earlier age that would be attached
to many a country house, a bunch of keys hanging
from her waistband, carrying a little beribboned lapdog which surely must have been a King Charles’s
spaniel, and passing quietly from room to room, she
would superintend the machinery of the household.
“Such a dame of two centuries and more ago would
attend to the linen and the chintzes, the brocaded
curtains and the collection of “china” that was then
beginning to be fashionable. She would deal out
to the cook [the] daily ration of sugar, chocolate,
spices and conserves. After carefully locking her
still-room with all its cloistered treasures, to which
she alone had sacred access, she would then go out
into the herb-garden.....”

Closer to home and on a more domestic scale,
I have been recording Baptisms, Marriages and
Funerals taken from Wadhurst and Tidebrook parish
magazines, entries painstakingly transcribed by
Angela Cosham. Surnames repeated follow village
families, some have moved away, but returning to
the family home to register special events. Given
names fascinatingly indicate fashion trends, with
earlier names like Ethel and Maud giving way to
Valerie, Jennifer and now Sienna and Freya. There
are also the unusual and foreign names occurring
from time to time – another source of interest and
intrigue. As for those names listed under Funerals,
one cannot help but note the longevity of many local
people. It would seem that Wadhurst /Tidebrook
must be a healthy place in which to reside.

As our own modern recipe book begins to shape,
that extract certainly creates an evocative picture of
times past.
~~~~~~~~

RESEARCHING AT THE CENTRE
Unashamedly, I have always owned up to having
an inquisitive mind: I feel a real need to discover
more about my surroundings and their history. The
founding of the History Society almost 19 years ago
offered me such a wonderful opportunity to learn
about the local area and the counties of East Sussex
and Kent in which we find ourselves.

Research should not be considered a stuffy
occupation favoured only by serious academics and
would-be librarians. Here at the Centre, we have so
much to offer and resources for everyone interested
to explore. So perhaps you too could become part of
the team continuing the worthwhile and rewarding
task of processing records and donations into our
increasingly valuable Archive.

With many documents in hand when the Society was
started and kind donations made by those wishing
to share their knowledge and artefacts, a superb
collection has been brought together and collated.
The Card Index (updating always in progress –
think Forth Bridge!) offers a good starting point to
track down information, but beware when following
your own leads, you can easily be side-tracked into
discovering other areas of interest and intrigue,
inviting a second glance. Come in and look for
a half-remembered place or person, and perhaps
you’ll find more than you bargained for, such being
the nature of research.

Certainly here at the Centre, there is plenty of
potential material to research. Are you interested in
railways (the Neil Rose Collection), the activities
of Wadhurst residents (Stan Cosham and Charlie
Bocking collections) and general interests (the
Wadhurst History Society files)? Come in and talk
to us some time and we can steer you perhaps in a
possible direction.
Also whilst you are doing the Spring-cleaning or the
down-sizing, if you find anything closely related to
Wadhurst and its immediate district which you no
longer wish to hang on to, do think about giving it
to the Wadhurst History Society. We will archive
each item individually, catalogue it and then it will
be available for people to consult in the Centre but
not remove from the premises.

One of the research projects I have been involved
with recently, until we were closed down because of
Covid, related to an amazing collection of documents
from the Hawkhurst History Society. These papers,
letters, maps, illustrations etc. cover the history of
smuggling in Kent and Sussex, all needing to be

Roberta Goodman
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Thus, walking constituted a very unpleasant hazard!
Pattens would raise the wearer by up to 4” or more.
In contrast clogs normally had flat soles integral to
the shoe.

The opportunies for Research appear from all
sorts of different places as Rachel discovered
recently.
Do you know a lot about the patten?

No? Nor me neither… a patten was brought into
the Centre by Ian Adam-Smith with the message that
it was found on Perrins Farm in Woods Green.

A full description of a later patten dating from the
17th century, had a flat metal (iron) ring which made
contact with the ground and had two metal plates
affixed to the iron uprights which in turn were
screwed to the bottoms of the wooden platform, one
at the heel end and one at the toe end. The early
wooden platforms were barely foot-shaped but over
the centuries developed quite an elegant pointed
base. This style gave a rise of more than 7cm.

An internet search then started.

By this time men’s shoes had thicker soles with the
‘gentry’ commonly wearing high riding boots, hence
only women and working-class men in outdoor
occupations, were regularly using pattens. Women
‘of class’ needed to keep their long dresses off the
ground even when walking in well=swept and paved
streets.“…. the inhabitants of Cranford kept early
hours, clattered home in their pattens, under the
guidance of a lantern-bearer…..”

PATTEN

We had been given a 14.5cm circular wrought iron
object with two lugs equidistant within this circle.
The Fashion History Museum had stated that in
the 1780s working girls wore these rings that had
wooden platforms several inches above which rested
in the aforementioned lugs, with leather straps over
the toe area through which their shoes went.

CRANFORD, Mrs Gaskell
During the 19c the invention of rubber galoshes was
displacing the patten as elevated pavements, only for
pedestrians, were in urban areas becoming the norm.

My own research showed that Pattens existed from
the mediaeval times onwards and there were three
main types: the wooden platform type which rested
on either a wooden or iron stand; the second had
a wooden sole which was often hinged (cannot
imagine how this would have worked!); the
third one had a flat sole made of several layers of
compacted leather. During the 12th century stilt or
wedge varieties were common but, by the 14th-15th
centuries, leather pattens were the more popular
style of choice. Apparently, London pattens were
constructed of alder, willow or poplar woods.

Practicality As previously noted, the wearing
of pattens inside the church was frowned upon, if
not forbidden; possibly because of the noise they
made with the often-mentioned word ‘clink’ being
the term for the sound. Jane Austen wrote of the
“ceaseless clink of pattens” when referring to life
in Bath. Another expression was “Had your tongue
run on pattens?” meaning to talk excessively which,
I read, was used by Shakespeare and others.

In 1390 the Diocese of York forbade clergy
from wearing pattens and clogs in church and in
processions, saying they were indecorous. Added to
this statement was one from Rabbi Shlomo ibn Aderet
(1233 - c1310) who was asked for his opinion on
wearing “patines” on Shabbat, to which he answered
it was custom “of all in the land” to wear them, and
certainly permitted. From these two statements there
were obviously definite ‘dos and don’ts’ regarding
where and when people could wear pattens. We
have to realise though that shoes of the period had
thin soles and pattens helped on unpaved roads;
also the stone indoor floors were exceedingly cold.
Animal as well as human effluent from chamber pots
was found in the streets along with general refuse.

Men, on entering houses, would be expected to take
their pattens off, along with hats and overcoats, and
not to do so would be considered rude and literally a
faux pas, or wrong step.
Mrs Branwell, the aunt of the Bronte sisters, was
known for wearing her pattens indoors as she
particularly hated the cold and damp of the flagstone floors in the Haworth Parsonage.
Summary These pattens were not easy to walk in,
despite their practical intention, and some literary
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Justice held its first session in the Hague.

evidence suggests that males at least thought them
a further aspect of feminine frailty and dependency.
Samuel Pepys recorded in his diary for 24th January
1660: “Called on my wife and took her to Mrs
Pierce’s, she in the way being exceedingly troubled
with a pair of new pattens, and I vexed to go so slow”.

16 February Birth of Welsh operatic baritone Sir
Geraint Evans.
28 February In a grand ceremony Princess Mary,
daughter of King George V and Queen Mary was
married to Viscount Lascelles in Westminster Abbey.

Well, I have certainly learned something from
looking at the patten Ian brought in and we now
would like to know whether it was an agricultural
labourer who left this one at Perrins Farm?!
(All research done via the internet)
Just a final
comment – I showed Ian a pair of matching pattens
for sale on ebay for £15,000 but he told me I was
NOT to purchase them!!

02 March British Civil Aviation Authority
established.
03 April In Russia, Joseph Stalin was appointed
General Secretary of the Communist Party.
05 April Birth of Tom Finney, the Preston North
End and England footballer.

Rachel Ring

16 April Birth of Kingsley Amis. novelist.

And now to other topics.

10 June On the island of Corfu, the birth of Queen
Elizabeth II’s husband, Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, who created the Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme. Also the birth of American swimmer
Johnny Weissmuller who, aged eighteen, swam the
100 metres in 58.6 seconds, and
the birth of Judy Garland.

One Hundred Years Ago - 1922
05 January British polar explorer Sir Ernest
Shackleton died at sea en route to leading a 4th
expedition to the Antarctic. And in March 2022,
the remains of his ship, the Endurance, have just
been discovered at the bottom of the sea.
11 January Insulin first successfully used in
Toronto, Canada, for the treatment of diabetes.

06 August Birth of Freddie
Laker who would establish Laker
Airways.

13 January Flu epidemic claimed 804 victims in
Great Britain.

09 August Birth of British poet
Philip Larkin who wrote “The
Whitsun Weddings” and “High
Windows”.
14 August
Death of Lord
Northcliffe, founder of the Daily
Mail and Daily Mirror.

15 January The Provisional Irish Parliament,
Dail Eirann, debated a new treaty proposal that
could finally make Ireland an independent nation.
Nationalist Eamon de Valera refused to sit in the
proposed new Chamber because an oath to the
British Crown was required. But the IRA’s Michael
Collins insisted that Ireland must accept the flawed
treaty.
21 January Birth of British stage and film actor
Paul Schofield.
02 February

‘Ulysses’ by James Joyce published.

05 February A new monthly magazine
‘Reader’s Digest’ launched in New York.

A khaki riding
suit of 1922

the

22 August Murder of Michael
Collins, Head of IRA who had
helped to negotiate the 1921 treaty
signed between the Irish and the
British Government. He was
ambushed and killed by his own
countrymen.

05 September American aviator
James Doolittle made the first American coast-tocoast flight which took 21 hours and 19 minutes.

07 February Birth of Hattie Jacques of ‘Carry On’
fame.
09 February Birth of Jim Laker, Yorkshire cricketer
who would play in 46 tests for England.

15 September Birth of Mary Churchill (Baroness
Soames), the youngest daughter of Winston and
Clementine Churchill.

15 February The Permanent Court of International

27 September Constantine I, King of Greece (Uncle
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23 December Birth of German Statesman Helmut
Schmidt who became chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany.

of Prince Philip), abdicated following the Greek
defeat of Turkey.
07 October
star.

Death of Marie Lloyd, the music hall

24 December Birth of American actress Ava
Gardner who appeared in ‘The Barefoot Contessa’,
‘The Sun Also Rises’ and ‘Night of the Iguana’ .

15 October ‘The Waste Land’ by T S Eliot published
in The Criterion magazine.

30 December Soviet Russia was renamed the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

18 October Marconi and the General Electric
Company formed a new company responsible for the
broadcasting of radio programmes throughout Great
Britain. The new British Broadcasting Company
operated from Marconi House in London headed by
John Reith

31 December The French Government turned
down a German offer of a non-aggression pact.
				
Anthony Cosham
Thank you, Anthony, for bringing us this year’s
centenary events.

01 November The first radio licences were sold in
Britain at a cost of 10 shillings.

And this led to:

08 November Birth of South African surgeon and
heart transplant pioneer, Christiaan Barnard.

Reading all that Anthony found out had happened
in 1922 reminded me of my Grandfather’s account
book.

09 November The SS formed in Germany.
11 November Labout party for the first time became
the offical opposition party having overtaken the
Liberals at the General Election.

It’s a battered old little volume written in pen, of
course, in a meticulous tiny hand. Grampa detailed
his expenditure on rent, insurance payments, school
fees and other equally significant costs but also
what he bought for his son (Leslie) and for himself.
Nothing is mentioned of his daughter (Olive,
my mother) or my grandmother so perhaps that
expenditure was recorded by the distaff side of the
family.

15 November
First scheduled radio broadcast
made from Marconi House.
16 November
Benito Mussolini threatened the
Italian Chamber of Deputies with dissolution if his
wishes were not obeyed.

In January 1922, Grampa bought an apron
for 14 year old Leslie for 2/- and a hat 13/2d
for himself and two collars for 1/9d.

17 November Siberia voted for union with USSR
18 November Death of Marcel Proust, author of
seven-volume ‘Remembrance of Things Past’.

In May, Leslie’s suit cost £2.5.0 for which
the belt was 1/6d, braces 1/11d and a
shirt was 4/6d. Les no doubt enjoyed his
swimming tuition for 10/- and two months
later appreciated the swimming costume @
2/9d.

26 November Archaeologist Howard Carter and
his sponsor the Earl of Caernavon having found the
entrance to Tutankhamun’s tomb on 11 November
finally saw its contents by candlelight.
04 December Birth of Canadian actress Deanna
Durbin, who would become the teenage star in films
such as ‘Three Smart Girls’ and ‘One Hundred Men
and a Girl’.
11 December At London’s Old Bailey, Edith
Thompson found guilty with her lover, Frederick
Bywaters, of murdering her husband and sentenced
to death.

In July, shoes for Les cost 4/11½ but the
rubber boots were £1.10.2d and 2 pairs
of stockings were 9/10d and he received
another pair of boots on 1st August at 5/6d
with a pair of boots having to be mended on
23rd for 5/2½. Clearly my Uncle Les was
heavy on boots! Well, he was eventually 6’4
tall.

15 December Birth of American disc jockey Alan
Freed who first coined the phrase “rock ‘n’ roll”.

Years later, in 1930, the dog licence cost
5/0d and the contribution to Olive’s wedding
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was £2.19.2d so presumably someone
else covered the rest of the costs. In 1932,
mending boots was 6/- and the wireless
licence was 10/-.

of the population who were not Key workers or
involved in essential jobs. Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland made their own arrangements
although along similar lines. The Queen also gave
a televised address to endorse this. The rest of 2020
was spent by the majority working from home with
all social (including weddings and even funerals with
severely limited options), club and society events,
talks and activities cancelled for the duration. Most
shops were to close immediately excepting suppliers
such as supermarkets, which together with other food
shops, chemists and banks etc. were considered to
be essential, to be kept open with strict guidance on
mask wearing, hand washing/sanitation, ventilation,
numbers of customers at any one time and so on.
On-line ordering took off and enterprising cafes and
restaurants offered home deliveries.

By 1942, Grampa had to pay 11/3d to have
the boots mended. And so the accounts
continue through to 1942 by which time
Les was in the RAF in the Middle East. No
mention was ever made of Les’s wedding in
the late 30s.
Obviously the comparative costs are irrelevant but
many interesting issues are within those shown and,
yet again, I just wish I’d known, during my long
chats with Grampa, the questions I would have liked
to put now!
		

Some restrictions were lifted from May to July but
this didn’t work for long and regional tiers were
introduced instead of a general lockdown but these
proved a bit of a blunt instrument and by November
the second Lockdown was introduced to try and slow
a notable rise in hospital admissions. The tiered
system was reintroduced with specific guidelines
to cover Christmas which made family gatherings
difficult.

HVOW

Our final COVID contribution (from Peta) sees,
we hope, the beginning of “getting back to a more
normal way of life”.

SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF LIFE
WITH COVID
By the time you read this Newsletter. we will have
passed the second anniversary of the emergence
of the Coronavirus and I thought you might find it
interesting to look back on this world-wide epidemic
and how it has affected us on the Kent/East Sussex
border. Although at the beginning of 2020 odd news
had been filtering through about problems with an
unknown virus in China, it was not thought relevant
to those in Europe until an incident in an Italian ski
resort started to make the authorities take note. With
hindsight, business people attending a conference in
South East Asia appeared to have been infected with
something, including a man who flew back to join
his family in the ski resort who passed it on. In the
Far East whilst visiting Japan, a cruise ship Diamond
Princess carrying around 3,500 passengers, found
over 700 tested positive to this new virus and the ship
was quarantined for two weeks. Several deaths were
registered before the vessel was released and those
passengers testing negative allowed to fly home. By
March people in the UK were beginning to get worried
about their own safety and started to cancel lunch
with friends in the pub, do a final supermarket shop
to stock up, and generally prepare to avoid travelling
- or found that their booked foreign holiday or cruise,
or lunch in the pub had been cancelled anyway.

However, the scientists had been working very hard in
various countries to fine-tune vaccines to pit against
this new Covid 19 strain and early in December the
first vaccinations were offered to the first contingents
of the over ‘80s with a second booster job to be given
three weeks later. The latter was quickly found to be
too soon and was extended to three months to generally
speed up first vaccinations working from the eldest
down through the age groups. It wasn’t compulsory
but the vast majority took up their invitations often
arranged by one’s own GP Surgery to attend a suitable
venue in the district taken over for this purpose
by the authorities.
Wadhurst residents might be
summoned to a medical centre in Crowborough or a
venue arranged by the Ticehurst Pharmacy. Folk in
Tunbridge Wells found the Masonic Lodge had been
hired and, when arriving for a booked slot, one often
had to join a lengthy queue of distanced fellow citizens
waiting patiently outside the designated building. By
the time one was called up for the follow-up jab three
months later it had been decided that a further booster
would be needed after another six months and now
as I write it has been announced that a fourth jab will
be offered to the over-75s in six months’ time from
one’s last vaccination. These latter booster jabs have
been organised by the NHS and one has to wait for
a contact directly from them and find out where the
vaccination centres are now located.

And then the Prime Minister spoke to the nation on
television and announced that the country would go
into Lockdown from 23rd March for the vast majority
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Sometimes I comment that people contact us from
overseas. Well, actually we even have our own
reporters overseas! This one is reporting from
Australia.

The spring and summer weather in 2020 proved to be
particularly pleasant much of the time which made
spending time outside no hardship whether for walks
or gardening or perhaps just reading. However,
2021 was not so kind and by then the novelty of
being at home had worn off, particularly for children
being home-schooled and young single people A
third Lockdown was instituted for the first three
months of the year but if you were fully vaccinated
you could now contemplate the possibility of a
holiday later in the year, even abroad, but the hoops
one had to go through in terms of PCR or Lateral
Flow tests put many people off and were expensive.
Children over 12 had yet to be vaccinated and going
across to Europe with the family remained fraught
with bureaucracy.

It’s the day of the Great Escape, 28th January
2022 to be precise, and at last, armed with reams
of exemptions, visas, vaccination certificates,
declarations and more, Sara and I have been granted
permission to visit our son and grandchildren and
are patiently waiting at check-in while one last call
is made to Australia. To our huge relief, after ten
anxious minutes, we finally receive authorisation to
board the flight.
Twenty-four hours later the Airbus A 380 finally
touches down in Sydney and at last party gate and the
endless scandals that characterise the British politics
are just a memory. It’s now beach time; but not just
yet! Can we possibly look after our granddaughters
for 5 days while Mum and Dad jet off to LA for the
Super Bowl? OK, that will be nice, and didn’t I see
an e-mail from Heather? Must read it when we get
back from walking the girls to school.

Schools which for many months had only been
open for limited groups of children like those of key
workers, finally opened again to all and although
cases of the by-now Omicron variant started to
rise, most cases were relatively mild and there was
nothing like the excess death rate as at the beginning
of the pandemic and now in early 2022 they are
on a par with normal ‘flu levels. Although most
of the formal restrictions have since been removed
and mask-wearing is no longer compulsory, many
people still prefer to wear one in crowded situations,
particularly inside supermarkets, on public transport
and in auditoriums.

Could I write a short piece for the newsletter about
how Britain is viewed from the other side of the
world? What do they think of the Royal Family,
Boris, Ukraine and world events. Now every morning
I’m up with the kookaburra to watch Sunrise and
scour the Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) for any
news from home.

The news headlines have inevitably been dominated
by Covid news for most of the past two years
but at the beginning these were leavened by the
unbelievable (at least to the British) shenanigans
coming out of the Trump stable where the President
refused to believe he might lose his bid for a second
term. Australia suffered a summer of excessive heat
and drought with terrible fires claiming the lives of
both humans and many, many animals.
Prince
Philip retired from public duty and died on 9th April
2021 only weeks before his 100th birthday, and a
beautiful but simple, moving funeral attended by a
small but distanced group of mourners was held at
Windsor Castle in St. George’s Chapel.

Reports on the Royal Family on both the TV and
in the SMH turn out to be surprisingly frequent
and it appears that the Queen is well regarded, as
are William and Kate. Nevertheless, ever since
federation in 1901, republicanism, apparently, has
been a factor and recent surveys suggest that when
the Queen’s reign comes to an end it is likely that
Australia may choose to become a Republic
However, it is worth noting that the 1999 vote failed
- 29% said Australia should become a republic as
soon as possible. 34% said Australia should become
a republic only after Queen Elizabeth II’s reign ends
- because agreement could not be reached on how a
head of state would be elected.

I bring this review to a close on a very sad note with
the terrible attack on Ukraine mounted by Vladimir
Putin, President of Russia, on 25th February 2022
with incursions as far as Kyiv and Kharkov and
refugees streaming to all the border crossings.
				

Many Australians can trace their ancestry back to
Britain so it is not surprising that news from the UK
is common and many TV programmes feature British
and American productions. Prior to the Ukraine
invasion, Boris Johnson was remarkably absent
from the news but since then several clips of him
reporting to parliament were shown on TV before
the dramatic Queensland floods began dominating
the news. He is well known in Australia as a great
character but few regard him as a serious statesman.

Peta Hodges

~~~~~~~~
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Although eclipsed by the devastating Queensland
floods which have inundated thousands of homes
and businesses and are threatening some Sydney
suburbs, the unfolding situation in Ukraine
still dominates the centre pages of the serious
press. Australia wholeheartedly supports British,
American and European sanctions on Russia and
has pledged $70 million to provide help in the form
of weapons and medical supplies. The Ukrainian
President, Volodymyr Zelensky, a Russian speaking
Jew, has become something of a hero. Australians
have been impressed by his intellect and leadership
and above all by his bravery but where will this take
him and his country? Finally, to quote a headline
in the Sydney Morning Herald, “This is a Fight for
How the World is Run”.
Ian Adam-Smith
Recently we have endured Storm Dudley, Storm
Eunice and Storm Franklin, all in one weekend. For some, this meant a few hours without
electricity; others in Wadhurst were without
electricity and water for days. In Cousley Wood,
as this is typed on the last day of February, nine
days after the third storm, Newbury Lane is still
blocked.

The Resolution by Van de Velde the Younger
crews of Restoration, Mary, Northumberland, Stirling
Castle and Mortar-bomb, all of which were driven on
to the Goodwin Sands where only three crewmen
escaped drowning. Many other ships were forced out
into the North Sea, some surviving to return days later
but others never to be heard of again. It is believed
that up to 130 merchantmen were lost, many of which
were from the fleet of colliers that, at the time, carried
cargoes of coal down the east coast from Newcastle to
London. Some would have been moored or at anchor
when the incredible winds struck breaking their
lines and driving them out to sea where the majority
foundered and their crews perished. The damage at
sea was not confined to shipping when the Eddystone
Lighthouse off Plymouth, constructed just five years
previously, collapsed taking its designer, Henry
Winstanley, and the other five occupants to their deaths.

BUT What was it like in Wadhurst and
hereabouts 319 years ago?
And so we continue with Ian:-

The Great Storm of 1703
Without the benefit of the iPhone there are few pictures
to highlight the damage inflicted on Wadhurst during
the Great Storm of 1703. Starting on Wednesday
24th November the storm raged for nine whole
days until 2nd December. The strongest winds were
experienced on the night of 26/27th and undoubtedly
would have caused a great deal of damage throughout
Southern England. Of course, the modern science of
meteorology did not exist at the time so we can never
be sure, but it is likely that the storm formed in much
the same way as the Great Storm of 1987. Certainly
the centre passed over the south of the country exiting
somewhere along the coast of East Anglia in much the
same way as it did in 1987 with the strongest winds,
of up to 140 mph, occurring in the English Channel
and along the south coast.

Ashore trees were uprooted, chimneys collapsed,
houses were destroyed and in London every one
of the 130 church spires was damaged. Across the
country hundreds of windmills were destroyed, the
wind causing many to over-speed and their wooden
machinery to catch fire. Flooding was extensive
particularly in East Anglia and along the Severn
where tens of thousands of sheep and cattle perished.
The speed of the wind brought down millions of
trees and drove salt spray as far inland as Cranbrook
where animals were reported to have refused to graze
the salt-encrusted grass.   The maximum wind gusts

The night of November 26/27th was disastrous for
the Royal Navy which lost 13 major warships mostly
along the south coast.  HMS Resolution was driven
ashore at Pevensey but the ship’s company was lucky
and all 221 were saved. Not so fortunate were the
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were similar to or slightly stronger than those of the
Great Wind of 1987 but the stormy weather lasted
much longer so contributing to the enormous loss of
life. It is variously estimated that between 8000 and
15000 people lost their lives during the terrible nine
days the storm lasted. 			
Ian Adam-Smith
Footnote:

Co-incidentally, I gave myself half
an hour yesterday to sit in the sun by
a window and read a chapter from
a book about the 17th century John
Evelyn who was heavily into plants,
trees and gardens and landscape
way before his era.   He lived to a
considerable age and died only four
years after this 1703 Great Storm!  
Quite a co-incidence.   His family
property was between Dorking and
Guildford which is a wonderfully
wooded area now but in those
days much of the wood was being
extracted for industrial purposes and
the remaining woodland was much
compromised by that storm!

a

Peta Hodges

Morley Roberts
by A D McCormack

literary career spanning sixty years he is believed
to have written thirty two novels , over 300 short
stories, three books of poetry, two highly regarded
biographies, five books on biology and medicine
(with a particular focus on cancer) and around 200
articles. He also exhibited as an artist and all this
was matched by a quite extraordinarily eventful life
which provided much of the material for his writing.

Arthur Dewar is still researching beyond our
publication about South Park (later Wadhurst
College) and Tappington Grange and has
discovered much more about -

Morley Roberts - a neglected celebrity
writer

Roberts was born in London in 1857, the son of a
tax inspector and so, because his work necessitated
frequent changes of location, the young Morley
had a peripatetic childhood which included a spell
in or near Tunbridge Wells, during which he got to
know the surrounding countryside well. In 1867 he
attended Bedford Grammar School before winning
a scholarship to Owen’s College, Manchester, the
forerunner of Manchester University. Here he met
and began a lifelong friendship with the Victorian
novelist, George Gissing, (the future author of New
Grub Street). After a serious disagreement with his
father, he abandoned his studies and in 1876 took a
steerage passage to Australia where he worked in the
outback as a sheepherder and boundary rider. At the
end of 1878 he tramped all the way to Sydney and,
despite having no prior expertise in seamanship,
signed on as an able-seaman on a steamship bound
for London.

During the early years of the 20th century several
major literary figures lived within ten miles of
Wadhurst notably Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard
Kipling and Siegfried Sassoon. Two other literary
figures, famous in their day but considerably
less well known today, were closely associated
with Wadhurst itself: Algernon Blackwood and
Morley Roberts. The story of the former’s strange
relationship with South Park is fully covered in the
WHS publication South Park – Wadhurst’s Princely
Mansion and a brief account of Morley Roberts’
three-year sojourn in Tappington Grange was given
in Wadhurst Back in Time. Since this was published
in 2011 more information on Roberts’s life and work
has emerged – hence this article.
Morley Roberts was a remarkably prolific author: in
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Back in London he worked as a clerk in the War
and the India Offices and in 1880 by chance met the
author and naturalist W.H. Hudson (who would later
write Green Mansions and Far Away and Long Ago)
and this developed into another lifelong friendship.
By 1884, finding office work unendurably boring,
Roberts set off on his travels again, this time sailing
to North America. Over the next three years he
existed as an itinerant worker having an astoundingly
diverse range of experiences, then as a miner and
on the railway construction camps of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad in the Rockies. Venturing west to
New Westminster, he arrived with 25 cents in his
pocket having travelled 8,000 miles in seven months.
He took a job as a labourer at a mill, working from
6 am to 6 pm for thirty dollars a month plus board.
Life was tough and in 1885 he was discharged
following a fist-fight with a Chinese waiter. More
violent altercations with various Orientals led to
threats of punitive legal action and he was forced
to make a hasty exit from British Colombia. He
headed down to San Francisco where he lived in a
state of semi -starvation due to his inability to find
work. Eventually, after much hardship, he returned
to Britain in November 1886. In London he renewed
his acquaintance with Gissing who encouraged
him to write about his travels and for the next three
years he led a hand to mouth Bohemian existence in
Chelsea lodgings while seeking to establish himself
as a writer. Nearby were a number of artists’ studios
and he was befriended by several painters including
Arthur David McCormick and Charles Ricketts.
These painter friends encouraged him to paint and
one even got him a job as an art critic for the Scottish
Art Review despite his rudimentary knowledge of
the subject.

experiences in the Australian outback: King Billy of
Ballarat.
The 1890s largely saw the demise of the serialized
Victorian three-volume novel and the rise in
popularity of short stories published in the growing
number of literary and popular magazine. Roberts
tapped into this new trend and provided a steady
stream of short stories for periodicals which he
subsequently collected and re-published in book
form. The style of his early short stories was
clearly influenced by Kipling’s Plain Tales from the
Hills (1888). King Billy of Ballarat proved highly
popular and ran into several editions and critics
even started to refer to Roberts as the “Australian
Kipling”. In addition to his tales of the American
west and Australian bush he soon became equally
noted for his vivid sea stories and his so-called
“weird stories”. By the mid-1890s his novels and
short stories had made him a famous and soughtafter celebrity. Roberts was gregarious and a noted
raconteur; he became a member of several London
clubs where he established friendships with writers
such as Conan Doyle, Kipling, Jerome K Jerome
and J.M. Barrie as well as fostering useful contacts
with publishers.
In 1889 Roberts embarked on an affair with
Alice Hamlyn, the daughter of the playwright,
Angiolo Robson Slous. At the time, Alice was in
an unhappy marriage with an abusive husband,
Snowden Hamlyn, and it was only after his death
in 1896 that they were free to marry and set up
home together in Fulham. Happiness in his private
life and growing success as a writer, however, did
nothing to diminish Roberts’s love of adventuring.
In 1894 he set off on a round the world trip during
which he visited Robert Louis Stevenson at Apia
in the Samoan islands and in 1898 visited South
Africa to research two novels about Cecil Rhodes.
These were published in 1899 and both became
bestsellers. A year later he went mountaineering in
Switzerland and became the first Englishman in the
20th century to reach the summit of the Matterhorn.
Roberts certainly did not lack physical courage.
Ten years before, during a visit to W.H. Hudson in
Shoreham, he saved the lives of three young girls
who had been swept out to sea. In achieving this he
himself very nearly drowned and he was awarded a
medal for gallantry by the Royal Humane Society.

Roberts’s first book, The Western Avernus, drawing
heavily on his own experiences travelling in North
America. was published in 1887. The next In Low
Relief, was published in 1890. In 1892, he published
what is credited to be the first notable British
Columbian novel, The Mate of the Vancouver, in
which the sailor hero abandons his ship in Victoria
and heads eastwards into the interior of British
Colombia, hoping to make his fortune and find
true love. Interestingly, the name he chose for the
protagonist was Thomas Ticehurst. It is possible
that this choice was inspired by Roberts’s childhood
familiarity with this village. In the same year he
published a book of short stories inspired by his
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do know that in April 1907 the Wadhurst Amateur
Orchestral Society performed a short play The
Castaways which was adapted from one of his works
with his “kind permission”. Unfortunately the parish
magazine gives no indication as to whether Roberts
attended the performance.
Curiously, Roberts’s earnings did not reflect his
popularity and reputation. Whereas Kipling would
be paid around £20 per thousand words for a short
story and Henry James £10, Roberts was usually paid
around £4 (Conan Doyle could command as much
as £100 per thousand words for a Sherlock Holmes’
story). This meant that Roberts was obliged to
maintain a very high level of productivity to generate
an income adequate for his needs. Doubtless the
expenses associated with the ill-health in the family
put a considerable strain on his finances and by 1908
he had left the palatial Tappington Grange for more
modest accommodation back in London. During
that year he mounted an exhibition of his paintings
at the Baillie gallery with two friends and published
two further books but sadly was still to be dogged
by misfortune: in 1909 his stepdaughter, Vere,
died of septicaemia following an appendectomy
and he himself nearly died of appendicitis. He
was, thus, unable to work and - in dire financial
straits - had to apply to the Royal Literary Fund
for financial support; he was granted £250. Two
years later he suffered further tragedy: the death of
his cancer-stricken wife at the age of 58 during the
notorious heat wave of 1911. Under these stressful
circumstances, it is remarkable that he was able to
write and publish what is generally accepted to be
his finest work: The Private Life of Henry Maitland,
a fictional biography of his friend, George Gissing.

Morley Roberts at the time he was
living in Wadhurst

By the early years of the 20th century Roberts was
acknowledged as a leading literary figure with
several best-selling novels and over 150 successful
short stories to his credit. In 1901 he started a 21year association with The Strand Magazine and
was to become one of its most popular and regular
contributors. However, his affairs were soon to
take a turn for the worse. In 1903 one of his closest
friends, George Gissing, died at the early age of
46 and Roberts’ work-load and lifestyle started to
take a toll on his health. He was strongly advised
to seek a quieter existence away from London and
so, in 1905, he moved with his wife Alice and his
three step-daughters to Wadhurst where he took on
the tenancy of Tappington Grange, the substantial
property at the foot of Three Oaks Lane. Sadly,
however, Roberts’s time in Wadhurst was to be
blighted by illness. During his three-year residence
he had to have operations on his throat, lungs and
stomach – each requiring a lengthy convalescence.
To make matters even worse his wife was diagnosed
with cancer and one of his stepdaughters, Naomi,
developed a potentially serious illness. Fortunately,
the latter was treated successfully by Dr [Charles]
Fazan. Despite these misfortunes, Roberts managed
to publish nine books during his stay in the town,
three of them described as “sea comedies”. Little
is known of how the people of Wadhurst reacted to
having such a noted celebrity in its midst but we

Although he continued to write and produced a
well-received biography of W.H. Hudson in 1924,
both his popularity and income steadily declined.
During the 1920s, he largely abandoned fiction
and focussed on writing books about cancer and
biopolitics; some of the former were highly praised
by the medical profession. In 1923 the Prime
Minister Stanley Baldwin, granted him a civil list
pension of £75 (equivalent to £4,500 today) and
this, plus his earnings, enabled him to continue to
travel and live modestly with the support of his
stepdaughter, Naomi, in a flat in Belsize Park. He
remained respected by his peers and, in 1935, a
dinner in his honour, hosted by J.M Barrie, was held
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in the Authors’ Club. In 1941 he suffered a final
blow when Naomi died of stomach cancer at the age
of 53. Roberts outlived her by eight months.

the stories selected are two that were written for
The Strand Magazine when Roberts was domiciled
in Wadhurst: The Overcrowded Iceberg and Fog,
the former being one of his sea comedies and the
latter an atmospheric story about London in the grip
of a prolonged impenetrable fog in which only the
blind could find their way around and survive. The
book is available as a paperback and there is also a
kindle edition. It provides a welcome opportunity to
sample the creative work of one of Wadhurst’s most
colourful and talented - albeit short term - residents.

By the time that Roberts died alone in his flat
in Belsize Park in June 1942 at the age of 84, he
had long outlived his earlier popularity as a writer.
His books soon fell out of print and his work fell
into almost total neglect. In 1961, a biography of
Roberts was published by the journalist and author
Storm Jamieson. She had known Roberts personally
and held him in high esteem, as the title of her book
Morley Roberts The Last Eminent Victorian implies1.
Ironically, Jamieson’s own work has now fallen into
neglect and her biography of Roberts has long been
out of print.

1. Storm Jameson (1961) Morley Roberts:
The Last Eminent Victorian, Unicorn Press,
London

Since 2010, however, there have been several
initiatives to revive some of Roberts’s works and
restore them to circulation. The Private Life of
Henry Maitland, has been republished by at least
two publishers as facsimiles of the first (1910)
edition. One of the USA’s editions states rather
portentously “Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public”. The literary scholar, Markus Neacey, a
specialist in late-Victorian and Edwardian literature
has taken a keen interest in Morley Roberts and
his work, believing that he made a significant
contribution to the development of the British short
story. In 2011, at the time Wadhurst Back in Time
was being written, the Wadhurst History Society
responded to a letter from Neacey, requesting any
information that we might have about Tappington
Grange so he could include it in a biography that
he was writing. Although a full biography has still
to appear, in 2012, Neacey published an exhaustive
bibliography of Roberts’ writings in English
Literature in Transition2 and two articles on his
literary career in the 1880s and 1890s in The Gissing
Journal3 . He then went on to prepare a scholarly
edition of what he considered to be thirty of the
best of Roberts’s short stories4. This was published
in 2015 and contains a critical introduction, a
short biography, explanatory footnotes and some
fascinating additional contextual material including
contemporary interviews, articles and reviews
plus excerpts from Roberts’s autobiographical A
Tramp’s Notebook, one of which describes his
encounter with Robert Louis Stevenson. Among

2. Markus Neacey (2012) Morley Roberts’s
Literary Career in the 1880s and 1890s
Gissing Journal 48 April 2012 1-29 and July
2012, 23-40
3. Edited by Markus Neacey (2015) Selected
Stories of Morley Roberts, Victorian Secrets
Limited 		
Arthur Dewar
And now to one or two very different subjects:

HALF A CENTURY OF CAR CARE AT
DURGATES
This article appeared in the Kent and Sussex
Courier in 1987. The site is now part of Little
Park.

Do you remember Pritchards (Wadhurst) Ltd?
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range, a trend no doubt encouraged by the fact that
they are British made at Washington in north-east
England – and they are top favourites with driving
schools. Best sellers from Pritchards are the Micra
and the Sunny, and sales of the latter are expected
to be further boosted with the introduction earlier
this month of the high performance 1.6 litre ZX
Coupe.

When Geoffrey Pritchard gave up breeding poultry
and thoroughbred dogs to go into the motor trade
with his brother, petrol was just a few pence a gallon
and family motoring was a luxury enjoyed by the
reasonably well-to-do.
That was over half a century ago and in this
motoring age with the three-car family now quite
commonplace, Pritchards (Wadhurst) Ltd, the
company he was instrumental in founding, is still
going strong on the same prime corner site where it
first opened for business all those years ago.

Anthony Cosham
SC/SB/048

How different all that was from today! Well, at least
we can still purchase fuel at what used to be Burnt
Ash Garage.

And as you drive back to the centre of Wadhurst
from the old forge area, you pass on the left

~~~~~
The man in charge now is managing director and
Geoffrey’s son Tony who, for the past ten years, has
held the main dealership for Nissan cars after trading
first with Morris and later with British Leyland. And
the grand old man of the firm now aged 85 [in 1987],
still pops in about once a week to chat about the
business and no doubt to wonder at how things have
changed since his early days in the trade.

The Wadhurst Village Sign:
The Wadhurst village sign, originally painted by
Enys Scott, was put up by the Parish Council in
1953, to celebrate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth
II and to mark the 700th anniversary of the granting
of the market charter by King Henry III.
The charter has survived, though badly damaged, but
the weekly market and the fair on 29th June, the feast
of St Peter and St Paul have not. The market hall was
blown down in the great storm of October 1987 and
five years later the last stock market was held there,
in what is now the car park behind the Greyhound.
The annual three-day fair disappeared between the
two world wars but is resuscitated from time to time
for special occasions like the Millennium.

Tony Pritchard took over the business over 20 years
ago and in that time has expanded the firm’s services
and branched out in premises on the opposite side of
the road, formerly the Burnt Ash Garage. As well as
being a petrol station at this busy junction, the adjunct
to the main business serves locals and passing trade
with garden furniture and ancillary items like terra
cotta pots and charcoal in the summer months, and
coal and other appropriate cold weather needs in the
winter.

The sign needed restoration in 2000 and it was
repainted to the same design by Val Brinton whose
studio was in Wadhurst. The oak tree denotes firstly
the derivation of the name – from the Old English
Wadan hyrst – Wada’s wooded hill - and also reflects
the oaks (“the Sussex weed”) from the Courthopes’
park at Whiligh, some of which were cut down to
provide timbers for the roof of the great hall Richard

Says Tony “In a small closely knit community like
Wadhurst the local garage is expected to supply
more than just petrol and other things connected
exclusively with motoring”.
The garage staff find Nissan cars are proving
increasingly popular right across the extensive
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II was building at Westminster in 1395. Further
Whiligh oaks were used to repair that same roof
after the 2nd World War and again after more recent
storms.

And finally reminders of 		

Dates for your Diary in 2022

The oast houses and hop garden refer to a vibrant
industry within Wadhurst’s past and are a reminder

Thurs 7 April “So Far So Good (behind the scenes
at Buckingham Palace)”
				

Malcolm Wells

Thurs 12 May “More SOE Exploits – because it
was the right thing to do”
					Gilly Halcrow
Thurs 9 June “A Sussex Farm during the 1950s”
				
Ian Everest
Thurs 7 July “The Wreck of the SS Richard
Montgomery” – WWII at Sheerness
					Frank Turner
Thurs 15 September “Kent and Sussex Village
Names and their Meanings”
				

Simon Mansfield

Thurs 6 October “Passports, Assassins, Traitors
and Spies” 		
Martin Lloyd

of the days when whole families from London’s East
End spent their annual holidays here picking hops
alongside the locals. Another Wadhurst industry is
commemorated by the anvil and iron grave slab in the
foreground. It was the iron ore in the Wadhurst clay
that, from the 16th century, turned some farmers in
the area into the rich foundry owners and ironmasters
who built the great houses like the Old Vicarage,
Hill House (built in the 1740s by the ironmaster,
John Legas, who lived in the Old Vicarage) and
Braidwood, and also paved so much of the Parish
Church with what is deemed to be the most significant
collection of iron grave slabs in the country.

Fri, 28th– Sun 30th October: Exhibition for the
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in Commemoration Hall
Thurs 10 November		
“Put that light out!” –
rd
the 93 (Searchlight) Regiment Royal Artillery
				
Thurs 8 December 		

HVOW
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Imogen Corrigan
AGM + Entertainment

Notes from the Editor.
The next Newsletter should appear in July 2022.
I am very grateful to all who have provided such
varied articles for this special “Jubilee” 50th
Newsletter and I hope they will inspire other WHS
members to contribute to the next edition. Send
articles and comments to me as soon as possible
before the beginning of May. Tell us about your
researches – successful or not - about your families.
Were they difficult to do? Any scandals? Any
funny stories? Please submit comments, ideas,
suggestions, information and articles for inclusion
to The Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross Road,
Wadhurst TN5 6LR or e-mailed to handew28@
gmail.com

•

Two postcards: Sussex by the Sea and Celia Turner’s
linocut of Wadhurst		
50p each

•

Notepads (25 pages) of paintings from a previous
WHS calendar (very useful)			
£2.

•

Mounted pictures of Wadhurst 		

£4.

Wadhurst History Society publications and stationery,
please visit the Centre on Tuesday mornings, or contact
01892 783212 or 783455. Books are also available
from Barnett’s Bookshop, High Street, Wadhurst.

Please continue to look after
yourselves and stay safe until we
meet again.

WHS PUBLICATIONS
Victorian Wadhurst (pubd. 2005) - the development of
Wadhurst from the late 1830s to the turn of the century. £9

To see more of our archives, consult

Wadhurst’s Princely Mansion – South Park (2019) –
From a farmhouse to a sizeable mansion from the early 1830s
£12
to the early 21st century.			

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org

The Story of George Street (2009) - the construction and
life of a small coherent community of Wadhurst.
£4
Wadhurst – Then and Now (2003) Photographs provide
a snapshot of life in a market town during the dramatic
changes of over a hundred years. 			
£12
The Last Great Prize Fight (2007) – The 1863 public
prize fight between Tom King and John Heenan.
£4

REMEMBER TO SEND IN
WADHURST-RELATED OR GENERAL
HISTORY QUESTIONS!

Wadhurst Back in Time – 1901 – 1936 (2011) Wadhurst
faces change and challenge in the early 20th century. £15
Wadhurst in the Second World War – Life in a Wealden
Market Town (2008) How Wadhurst changed during the
war and the effects of the immediate aftermath.
£12
The Day Wadhurst Changed (2006) The traumatic
crash of a Meteor jet in 1956 and its effects on the historic
centre of Wadhurst. 				
£10
Wadhurst’s Black Sunday (2015) The Battle of Aubers
Ridge - its historical context, its consequences and its
effects on the community of Wadhurst. 		
£10

Newsletter printed by

Wadhurst – Town of the High Weald (2nd edition –
2014/2020). The ideal reference book to discover what
makes up Wadhurst and its history.		
£12.50

Hi-Rez Design & Print,
Cranbrook Road, Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1DY
Tel: 01580 212118 E-mail: rez@hi-rez.design
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